Purpose
Energy spectrum of X-ray varies depending on the beam quality (tube voltage and anode/filter combination) (Fig.1) . Absorbing characteristics of a detector also depends on materials (Fig.2) . Hence, when a digital mammography system is newly developed, it is essential to employ an optimal beam quality suitable for absorbing characteristics of a detector and thickness of an object.
The purpose of this study is to examine the optimum beam quality for a newly-developed direct-conversion flat panel detector.
Fig.:
Energy spectrum of X-ray (28kV, anode/Filter difference). References: Radiology, National Nagoya Hospital -Nagoya/JP
Fig.: Absorbing characteristics of DR(Se) and CR(IP of CR).
References: Radiology, National Nagoya Hospital -Nagoya/JP
Methods and Materials
The DR system (AMULET, FUJIFILM, "DR") with an optical reading method and a new dual amorphous selenium layer detector is focused on in this study. The optimal exposure condition is determined by the steps below.
1.
1st
Step: To determine the beam quality which CNR (Contrast-to-Noise Ratio) becomes the highest through CNR measurement 2.
2nd
Step: To determine the optimal beam quality for diagnosis by visual evaluation of resected breast cancer specimens and to examine the differences in outcome of the above two results 3.
3rd
Step: fix the optimal exposure condition from determined above two steps' results with the clinical image evaluation
The specifications are shown compared with CR system (PROFECT CS, FUJIFILM, "CR") in Table1 and Table2. Table2. The characteristics of CR.
(1) CNR and MTF Measurement
Physical evaluations of CNR and MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) were conducted under various exposure conditions with consistent AGD (average glandular dose) on different phantom thickness.
The thickness of PMMA phantom was set from 20 to 70mm in 10mm increments. The phantom was exposed under the several beam conditions with the consistent AGD per each PMMA thickness. The beam quality which CNR becomes the highest was determined by CNR measurement in accordance with EUREF regulations.
MTF was measured with the edge for sharpness measurement according to the Exposure Edge Method so that AGD among exposure conditions can be consistent.
(2) Visual Evaluation
At first, the restricted specimens were exposed under the various conditions that make AGD consistent, and the histograms of all images were adjusted so that the mean value and the contrast can nearly be agreed. Then the same image processing was applied on each image in order to determine the optimum beam quality for diagnosis through visual evaluation.
It is revealed that the harder the beam quality, the higher the center value (transit dose increases) and the smaller the distribution value under the consistent AGD (Fig.1 ).
Aligning the distribution and the center values allows images to have almost the exactly same distribution patterns (Fig.2 ). References: Radiology, National Nagoya Hospital -Nagoya/JP 50 images of resected specimen were obtained with DR under 9 conditions (under the consistent AGD). Setting an image exposed under the condition of a target/filter combination of Mo/Rh, 28kV as a standard, evaluation of graininess and sharpness of the images was conducted by 12 radiologists rating on the grade of 10 scale using a 5MP monitor.
#3# Clinical Image Evaluation
Actual exposures were performed under the condition which enabled the highest image quality for the each mammography system. 32 image sets were prepared in order to breast thickness and mammary gland density from DR and CR remained consistent. 32 image sets were evaluated rating on the grade of 9 scale for the three criteria: contrast, graininess, shapness on films.
Images for this section: 
Results
(1)CNRand MTF Test Results CNR became the highest with W/Rh combination under all the thicknesses. It was observed that the thicker, the wider the difference (Fig.1) . (Fig.2) . (Fig.3) . The best combination for demarcating the boundary of tumors is Mo/Mo. It also makes a distinctive contrast with mammary gland overlapping with a mass (Fig.4) . The granularity of Mo/Mo image is the worst in this case. The mammary gland of Mo/ Mo image become bolder than that of other exposure condition images. The amorphous calcificationsunder the W/Rh combination are less distinctive as if few calcification existed. Mo/Rh image visualizes the amorphous calculations with the highest sharpness (Fig.5) . The image under the Mo/Mo combination visualizes bad granularity and gives the impression of lack of information.The image under Mo/Rh combination delivers a threedimensionality image the most despite insufficient granularity visualization. In the W/Rh image, the granularity iswell visualized to recognize the distinct amorphous calcifications but the whole contrast is low. In this evaluation, theMo/Rh combination is suitable to acquire the image of this breast thickness in the balance of noise, contrast and sharpness (Fig.6 ). The granularity of the Mo/Rh image is bad. The image of W/Rh ,in contrast, visualizes granularity well, enabling indistinct calcifications observable. At 32kV, the contrast decreased, which in turn making calcifications indistinctive. At 30kV, calcifications and tissue composition were the most clearly described (Fig.7) . The image acquired with a hard X-ray source, Mo/Mo, in this DR system, is the best to describe the breast cancer lesion and tissue structure of restricted specimens if the dose level is ignored. This evaluation revealed that the anode/filter combination should be determined depending on the specimens thickness to obtain high quality images while keeping the average glandular dose low (Table1). In any phantom thickness, W/Rh achieved 2 to 40% higher CNR than Mo/Mo and Mo/ Rh, whereas it was this order, Mo/Mo>Mo/Rh>W/Rh, which reached high MTF. This result demonstrats that exposure conditions should be optimized between sharpness and graininess appropriately. The best scored conditions for the specimen thickness of "<35mm", "35mm to 65mm" and ">65mm" varied "Mo/Mo,26-28kV", "Mo/Rh,28-30kV" and "W/Rh,29-35kV" respectively.
Thickness
The exposure condition decided by the result of 2 nd
Step is set as the optimal exposure condition. The result of Clinical image evaluation is presented in table2. DR images mark more significance in sharpness than CR images(p<0.05). The contrast and graininess on images of DR are equal to those of CR. 
Conclusion
This test has demonstrated that the optimum exposure conditions differ depending on applied criteria on of which makes CNR the highest with the phantom, and the other of which makes visibility the highest with resected specimens. This would be because CNR only demonstrates signal differences and noise ratio between areas but it does not assess the influence of sharpness and scattered x-rays.
Image evaluation of the resected specimens enabled us to optimize exposure conditions under a close condition to real breasts, which, in turn, allows us to verify the validity of the optimized condition through clinical trials.
Optimum exposure conditions have been determined based on the analysis and clinical image quality, making great use of DR characteristics.
